Overview

Cybersecurity Products
and Services You Can Trust
Ever-changing security threats,
meet always-on vulnerability management.
From hardware appliances and scanning tools to IT security consulting, continuous
compliance, and industry-specific solutions, Carson & SAINT offers a full spectrum of
cybersecurity safeguards and services. Our services combine compliance standards
expertise with cutting-edge technology to identify risks, prioritize remediation, and
ensure you are both secure and compliant. We are experts in both industry and
government security standards. We offer industry-specific solutions for MSPs,
MSSPs, and both private and public sector organizations.
You can’t win every battle in the cyberwar. We help our customers analyze risk to
find what matters and control what counts. We fight with a full stack of essential
technology, operations, and standards that enable you to have a fighting chance to
be ahead of your risk.

Make our deep experience your strength.
We have provided industry-leading cybersecurity and vulnerability management
solutions to customers in both public and private sectors – in locations around
the world – for more than 20 years. Whether your goal is to enhance your existing
security program or to confirm to stringent compliance standards and reporting
mandates, we can help you achieve it. Carson & SAINT is your trusted partner to
help you go beyond compliance to achieve better visibility into your security posture
and be more secure.
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Reduce risk. Improve security.
With more than two decades of experience and innovation in
IT security services, Carson & SAINT understands the critical
issues that affect your organization’s daily operations. We
help to identify strengths and weaknesses in your culture and
business – with minimum impact to your business. By building
long-term relationships with each customer, we partner in the
continuous effort to build better, more secure IT systems and a
culture of security.

IT SECURITY SERVICES

COMPLIANCE
STANDARDS

Vulnerability Assessment
Our team can assess your security policies and practices and
help you define an information security strategy. We use proven
methods to identify vulnerabilities. If you store government data,
we can provide best practices and operational guidance through
NIST that will ensure sure your systems are both secure and
compliant.

Continuous Compliance
Experts in both industry and government
security standards, we offer specific solutions
for MSPs, MSSPs, and both private and public
sector organizations. With decades of hands-on
information security experience, our team includes PCI qualified service assessors (QSA) with degrees
and certifications, including CISA, CISSP, GPEN, and GSNA.

Incident Response
When a breach or data loss occurs, an effective
response means the established processes are
executed by the right people, using the right tools,
at the right time. We work collaboratively within
your existing IR program to reduce the time
between identification and response, helping to
protect your IT investments.

Penetration Testing
We test and verify risk exposures, identifying
hidden vulnerabilities. Based on our findings, we
help you prioritize security risks so you can make
informed decisions. Our powerful SAINTexploit
tools allow us to develop custom exploits
and post-exploitation strategies for effective
remediation on your highest-risk vulnerabilities.
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Users become unwitting participants in network security breaches when they are unaware of risks.
Using both physical and electronic social engineering strategies, we develop programs to test users,
assess risk awareness, and determine security training needs. We identify the weaknesses in electronic
and human controls intended to secure your facilities and help you develop stronger IT security
programs.

Cloud Security
Operating in the cloud poses a new level of risk. We can help you migrate your IT systems to the cloud.
Once you’re there, we help ensure you have proper security controls in place to stay secure. And
we provide on-going cloud scanning and penetration testing services leveraging our SAINTcloud®
vulnerability management tools. These tools provide all the power and capability of a fully integrated
vulnerability management solution without the need to implement and maintain on-premise
infrastructure and software. Spend more time reducing risk and less time managing the tools you use.

IT SECURITY SERVICES

Social Engineering

Contracts
As a Washington, DC-based security consulting and
management consulting firm, Carson & SAINT serves
public institutions and private enterprises around the
world. With more than 20 years of experience, we
offer a wide variety of contract vehicles.
• CATS+ State of Maryland
• CIO-SP3 – any Federal, civilian, or DoD agency
• Department of State – Department of State
• DISA Joint Systems Engineering and Integration
Office – Defense Information Systems Agency
• GSA IT Services Schedule – General
Services Administration
• MEEC IT Professional Consulting Services
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CYBERSECURITY PRODUCTS

Manage vulnerabilities. Mitigate risk.
Securing and protecting critical information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) resources
become more challenging every year. Individuals, small groups, and state-sponsored organizations
actively and constantly test our defenses and exploit system weaknesses.
Don’t leave your most valued assets vulnerable to these threats. SAINT ® products have been recognized
as leading vulnerability management tools for more than 20 years. We offer a fully integrated suite of
capabilities that deliver easy-to-use, powerful, effective solutions that can increase return on investment
within your overall risk-management program.

SAINT® Security Suite
Whether your goal is to enhance your existing
security program or to confirm to stringent
compliance standards and reporting mandates,
SAINT Security Suite can help you achieve it. Our
award-winning vulnerability management and
scanning solution can be deployed across a wide
variety of operating systems, software applications,
databases, network devices, and configurations.

Tr-3 Vulnerability Scanning
TR-3 cloud-based vulnerability scanning is our latest innovation. This easy-to-use, cost-effective, cloudbased scanning service helps you find vulnerabilities. For each exposure, Tr-3 reports provide specific,
actionable information that allows you to mitigate risk. We specifically designed it with small business
and small MSP needs in mind.
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CYBERSECURITY PRODUCTS

BB-9 Appliance
Designed specifically for vulnerability scanning of internal environments, this appliance is an affordable
and reliable solution. It drives increased profitability MSPs and MSSPs and decreases time-to-value for
their customers.

SAINTcloud® Vulnerability Management
This vulnerability management system offers the same powerful suite of capabilities of SAINT Security
Suite but as a cloud-hosted solution. This reduces the total cost of ownership associated with deploying
and maintaining an on-premise solution.

SAINTbox® Appliance
Developed for large environments requiring maximum performance, the SAINTbox appliance offers the
power of SAINT Security Suite in an easy-to-deploy system. It’s designed for an on-premise deployment
with a pre-configured appliance. It is available in both set-top-box (STB) and
1U rack-mountable options to meet your specific needs.

SAINT for AWS
As one of the inaugural members of the Authority to Operate (ATO) on Amazon
Web Services, We offer unique value to interoperate across partner platforms to
decrease the time and costs to create and maintain compliance, whether your
environment is cloud-based, on-premise or a hybrid.

Carson & SAINT is an award-winning
security consulting and management
consulting firm serving public institutions
private enterprises around the world.
The management team has deep experience in cybersecurity
technology, software, and management consulting. This veteranowned small business is based in Bethesda, Maryland just 30
minutes from Washington, DC.
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As your Trusted Partner,
Carson & SAINT can keep you both
secure and compliant. To learn more,
contact us at (800) 596-2006 or
be.secure@carson-saint.com.
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